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The transitional phase from local to global chaos in the magnetic field of a reconnecting current
layer is investigated. The identification of the ridges in the field of the finite time Lyapunov
exponent as barriers to the field line motion is carried out adopting the technique of field line
spectroscopy to analyze the radial position of a field line while it winds its way through partial
stochastic layers and to compare the frequencies of the field line motion with the corresponding
frequencies of the distinguished hyperbolic field lines that are the nonlinear generalizations of
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3647330]
linear X-lines. V

I. INTRODUCTION

During the transition from local to global chaos occurring in a numerical experiment of three-dimensional magnetic
reconnection regions where the magnetic field is stochastic
exist next to regions where the field is more regular. This system is parameterized by the Hamilton equations that describe
the motion of the magnetic field line in an effective time
given by the position along the field line. As in the companion paper to this one1 we will call this effective time the
field-line-time or just time. Equivalently, when we speak
about motion of a field line we mean motion in field-linetime, not in dynamic time. When we refer to real or dynamic
time we will explicitly say so. By adopting the Poincaré mapping techniques, integrating the Hamilton equations in the
effective time, it is possible to locate the last magnetic barriers that survive in between these stochastic regions. However, no information can be extracted on the field-line-time a
field line spends around these stochastic regions or on the
field-line-time it takes to cross them when transition to global
chaos occurs and no magnetic barriers exist anymore. In the
first of these companion papers1 we have shown that in
regions between stochastic layers the field of the finite time
Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) shows a structure with ridges.1
There the ridges have been identified with barriers to field
line motion by means of the invariant stable and unstable
manifolds associated with distinguished hyperbolic trajectories.2 Since the FTLE is a field line quantity, the ridges are
approximate Lagrangian coherent structures (LCS’s).
Here, we extend our analysis by making use of field line
spectroscopy. When a field line is caught into some homoclinic tangle, it will experience in the first place the periodic
radial motion of the associated special hyperbolic line. Furthermore, the field line will follow a path near the corresponding island for some time and will execute oscillations
with a frequency determined by this structure. Hence, the
frequency spectrum of the motion of a field line in a particular time window will exhibit the frequencies belonging to the
1070-664X/2011/18(10)/102308/7/$30.00

specific regular system where it lingers during that time.
These frequencies depend on the radial position of such a
structure. This means that the spectrum of a field line in a
particular time window can be used to analyze the radial
position of the line.
This paper, being the companion of Ref. 1, will deal
with the same plasma configuration already treated in Refs. 2
and 7 and generated by a numerical simulation of collisionless magnetic reconnection. We concentrate on two specific
dynamic points in real time that identify local chaos and the
transition to global chaos. We refer to Ref. 1 for the description of the reconnection model. There one finds also a
detailed explanation of the FTLE field and of the technique
adopted to identify the ridges of the FTLEs. This paper is
organized in the following way: Sec. II gives the expression
of the radial displacement in terms of the rotational transform and Sec. III focuses on the numerical results. Conclusions follow in Sec. IV.
II. FIELD LINE SPECTROSCOPY AND THE FTLE

In this section, we will analyze the radial motion of field
lines (in field line time not in dynamic time) while they wind
their way through the discharge. It will be argued that the
ridges in the FTLE limit the radial displacement of field
lines. This means that these ridges form barriers to transport
of field lines. Here, transport would mean the escape of magnetic field lines from some “intermediate trap” that is
bounded by ridges.
Our analysis is based on the numerical integration of the
magnetic field line equations, which correspond to the following Hamilton system:
dx
@W
¼
;
dz
@y

dy @W
¼
;
dz
@x

(1)

where the Hamiltonian function W = weq(x) þ w(x,y,z;t) corresponds to the z component of the vector potential of the
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magnetic field B = B0ez þ ez  rW. The w field, which represents the real time varying contribution of W, comes from the
numerical experiment of three-dimensional magnetic reconnection described in Sec. IV of Ref. 1. Here the 3D effects
are induced by initially imposing a double helicity, linearly
unstable, perturbation to a static equilibrium configuration.
In particular, we focus on the magnetic field behavior at
two different dynamical times, t = 415sA and t = 425sA,
where the transition to global stochasticity occurs6 when the
size of the islands initially imposed becomes such that they
overlap. During this dynamic time interval the invariant
manifolds associated with the main hyperbolic points start to
intersect, producing heteroclinic tangles.2
In order to simplify the numerical analysis, controlling
the computational time of the FTLE field, we used an approximate description of the Hamiltonian function w, which
contains just the higher amplitude modes obtained from the
Fourier decomposition of the original data.2 This truncation
results in a magnetic flux function with 20 spectral components. For the dynamical evolution times considered here it
turns out that these modes have the helicity of either of the
original perturbations. Hence, we may write
wðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ w1 ðx; y=Ly ; tÞ þ w2 ðx; y=Ly þ z=Lz ; tÞ;

(2)

with w1 ¼ Rw^1m ðxÞ exp½i2pmy=Ly  and w2 ¼ Rw^2n ðxÞ exp
½i2pnðy=Ly þ z=Lz Þ. An LCS is defined in terms of the
FTLE-field which derives from the properties of magnetic
field lines. Since the FTLE is not an invariant, secondderivative ridges are not invariant surfaces. Hence, these
LCS’s will exhibit non-Lagrangian behavior like small magnetic fluxes transported across these ridges. The FTLE also
varies quite a bit over the domain. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1, where on an array of points in the transverse plane the
FTLE is calculated with a length z  z0 = 500Lz.
The radial position of a field line that starts at x0 at
z ¼ z0 is denoted by x(z) = x(z,z0,x0). When the reconnection
process proceeds between the dynamic times t = 415sA and
t = 425sA, the radial excursion x(z)  x0 of a field line
increases. This increase is due to the breakup and disappearance of ridges in the FTLE. In what follows we will show
the relationship between the radial position of a field line
and the position of the ridges.
From the two helicity contributions to Eq. (2) it follows that
dW @w @w2 Ly @w2
¼
:
¼
¼
@z
Lz @y
dz
@z
Further, to leading order in the mode amplitudes we find
@w1
d 1

w
@y
dz w0 eq 1
Upon substituting these expressions into Eq. (1) we find the
leading order solution
xþ

Lz
w ðx; y; zÞ
Wðx; y; zÞ þ 1 0
¼ constant;
Ly
w eq ðxÞ
y  w0eq ðxÞz ¼ constant;

(3)

where a prime denotes the radial derivative. Hence, the field
line which passes at time z0 through the point (x0, y0) can be
represented in the form

Lz i X ^
2pki
z  w^1k ðx0 Þ
xðzÞ  x0 
w1k ðxÞ exp i
Ly 1  i k
Lz

2pki
Lz
z0 þ
 exp i
Ly
Lz
X
2pl

ð1  iÞz  w^2l ðx0 Þ
w^2l ðxÞ exp i
Lz
l

2pl
ð1  iÞz0 ;
 exp i
(4)
Lz
where i ¼ ðLz =Ly Þw0eq ðxÞ is the rotational transform. The
rotational transform depends on the radial position x of the
field line, i = 0 at x = 0 and increases in the radial direction.
The dominant mode numbers in Eq. (4) are k ¼ 1 and l ¼ 1.
The k ¼ 1 mode has the largest amplitude.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Below, we will follow a typical field line in the partial
stochastic case. When a field line wanders in the stochastic
layer around a rational surface, it will be caught in the tangle
of the invariant surfaces associated with a special hyperbolic
line. This line is the intersection of the stable and unstable
manifolds and forms a closed field line. This closed field line
exhibits oscillations whose frequency is determined by the
corresponding rational value ires of the rotational transform.
Hence, as long as this field line moves in this tangle the dominant frequencies of its radial motion will be set by this
rational value ires. According to Eq. (4) the dominant frequencies in the spectrum of the radial motion are proportional to ires and (1  ires). This line will broaden if the line
stays farther away from this hyperbolic line. Further, the oscillatory motion of the line along the ridges of the FTLE
near a corresponding island structure related with this hyperbolic line, will cause side bands in the spectrum.
If this tangle has heteroclinic intersections with a tangle
associated with a special hyperbolic line on a different radial
position, thus with a different ires, the field line will eventually
move to that new radial position and the spectrum of the radial
oscillations will change accordingly. Hence, the spectrum of
the radial motion in subsequent time-intervals tells us the radial position (4) of the line. As has been said above, in each of
these time windows the FTLE will have different values.
The radial displacement x of the magnetic field lines has
been accurately investigated through a time-frequency analysis.
The numerical procedure we set up represents a simplified version of the windowed Fourier transform technique. If applied
on a function f(z) the windowed Fourier transform gives
ð
Sf ðu; fÞ ¼ f ðzÞgðz  uÞ expðiftÞdt;
(5)
where g(z) is typically a filtering function which is negligible
outside a given window.3,4 In our analysis g(z) ¼ 1 over finite
amplitude z intervals, while it is null outside. The field line
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The value of the
FTLE on the indicated domain for z  z0
= 500Lz.

time intervals are determined by the visual inspection of the
x(z) profile and correspond to the regions where x vs z plots
exhibit a uniform behavior. The instantaneous frequencies
are finally extracted through a Fast Fourier Transform of x
on the various intervals. An accurate sampling of the radial
position x along z and a careful comparison between different amplitude intervals, in order to identify the optimal
choice, makes our results reliable. As shown in Ref. 5 a
more accurate method, e.g., wavelets, should be used in the
highly chaotic systems, where rapid variations of frequency
with respect to time are expected.
This behavior of a single magnetic field line is illustrated
in the following figures where the time evolution is shown of
the field line that starts at z ¼ 0 at (0.518334, 1.91379). For
this set of figures the dynamic time is t = 415sA.
Figure 2 shows the Poincaré map of the field line. The
dynamical equations for the magnetic field line are integrated

FIG. 2. (Color) The Poincaré map of the magnetic field line which starts at
z0 at (x0 = 0.518334, y0 =  1.91379) at (t = 415sA). The dynamical equations for the magnetic field line are integrated up to z = 2.2  103Lz.

up to z ¼ 2.2  103Lz. The figure shows that, in the course of
time, this line has access to the whole region between the
i ¼ 0 island and the i ¼ 1 structures. The value of the FTLE
along the field line of Fig. 2 is given in Fig. 3. The initial
point is z0 ¼ 0. In this figure the FTLE is calculated in
forward time. The figure for backward time is very similar,
but not identical. The values of the FTLE in backward time
are obtained by solving the field line Eq. (1) with y !  y
for positive values of z. Both in forward and backward time
the FTLE approaches the same asymptotic limit.
The radial position x(z) as a function of z along the field
line of Fig. 2 is given in Fig. 4. The field line seems to be
confined to an intermediate region before it moves around
z ¼ 1.7  103Lz towards the i ¼ 1 island and starts to cover
the outer region. This time behavior is given in more detail
in Figs. (5)–(10).
Figure 5 gives the Poincaré plot of the field line of
Fig. 2 at time 563Lz. The initial point of the field line

FIG. 3. The value of the FTLE along the field line of Fig. 2.
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FIG. 4. The radial motion x(z) as a function of z along the field line of Fig. 2.

FIG. 6. The FFT spectrum of the window 438Lz–563Lz along the magnetic
field line of Fig. 2.

(0.518334, 1.91379) is close to the point where the special
hyperbolic line with i ¼ 2=3 cuts the z ¼ 0 plane. The field
line stays for some time in the corresponding tangle of the
manifolds. This is represented by the dark blue points in the
figure. At later times the field line moves inward to the
i ¼ 7=11 structure, the magenta colored points. The colors in
this and the following figures are in agreement with those in
Fig. 1 of the companion paper.1
Figure 6 shows the spectrum of the fast Fourier transform of the radial motion of the line in the time window
438Lz–563Lz. Along the horizontal axis the frequency is
expressed in terms of the rotational transform i. A large
zero-frequency contribution which corresponds to the average radial shift of the field line has been omitted. The large
peak at i ¼ 7=11 corresponds to the periodicity of the hyperbolic line which cuts in Fig. 1 of the companion paper1 the
transverse plane at (0.51827, 1.914).
The forward time FTLE along the field line in the window 438Lz–563Lz is given in Fig. 7. The dips in the figure
are due to periodicities in the motion of the field line. When

a line moves in a homoclinic tangle the oscillations near the
associated island might produce almost periodic orbits. For
such orbits the eigenvalues of the matrix XXT, where X is the
tangent map8 for the linearized system of the magnetic field
line Eq. (1), introduced in Eq. (7) of Ref. 1, approach periodically the value one for which the FTLE vanishes.
Figure 8 gives the Poincaré plot at time 1875Lz. It is seen
that the field line has moved further outwards. In the time window 700Lz–1650Lz it sticks to a stochastic layer that corresponds to i ¼ 5=7, indicated by the yellow points in the figure.
At later times, the field line moves to the i ¼ 3=4 structure
(cyan points in Fig. 2). Finally, the field line will reach the
large i ¼ 1 island and starts to move throughout the whole
outer region between the large i ¼ 0 and i ¼ 1 structures.
The FFT spectrum of the radial motion in the window
1625Lz–1875Lz is shown in Fig. 9. The large spike corresponds to i ¼ 3=4. The occurrence of a signal at i ¼ 1 indicates that, at that time, the field line already visits the i ¼ 1
layer. The forward time FTLE in this window is given in
Fig. 10.

FIG. 5. (Color) The Poincaré map of the magnetic field line of Fig. 2 at time
563Lz.

FIG. 7. The forward time FTLE of the magnetic field line of Fig. 2. The initial position is z0 = 438Lz and the time interval is z  z0 = (563  438)Lz.
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FIG. 8. (Color) The Poincaré map of the magnetic field line of Fig. 2 at time
1875Lz.

Although we have presented evidence for the radial
motion of a single field line, this case is typical since almost
all field lines show a similar behavior. We have analyzed a
number of field lines that are equally spaced on small circles
around the points (0.617, 0), (0.51827, 1.914), and
(0.52195, 0), where special hyperbolic lines with i ¼ 3=4,
2=3, 7=11, respectively, cut the z ¼ 0 plane (see Fig. 1 of
Ref. 1). All these cases show a behavior that is similar to the
one of the single line treated above. Some move first outward, some first inward and the time at which the line penetrates the i ¼ 1 region may be different. All lines that start to
the right of the ridge related with the purple colored lines in
Fig. 1 of part I of this paper,1 will stay on that side. The special hyperbolic line that is associated with this ridge is characterized by i ¼ 3=5. Similarly, all lines that start at the left
of this ridge will stay there and will finally cover the green
colored stochastic area in Fig. 4 of Ref. 1.
It is clear that, in the partly stochastic case, a field line
moves radially in steps. A field line sticks for long times at a
ridge of the FTLE before it jumps to a nearby structure. The
position of a field line can be deduced from the spectrum of

FIG. 9. The FFT spectrum of the window 1625Lz–1875Lz of the magnetic
field line of Fig. 2.

Phys. Plasmas 18, 102308 (2011)

FIG. 10. The FTLE of the magnetic field line of Fig. 2. The initial position
is z0 = 1625Lz and the time interval is z  z0 = (1875  1625)Lz.

oscillations of its radial motion, which is characterized by
the periodicities of the hyperbolic line to which the FTLE
ridge is associated. In each of the time windows the value of
the FTLE is different, which demonstrates that the FTLE is
not constant along a ridge.
At the later dynamic time s ¼ 425sA, the amplitudes of
the magnetic perturbations have grown so much that most
ridges have become very weak or have disappeared. A last
strong ridge still exists, and is visible in Fig. 8 of Ref. 1. Figure 11 shows the radial excursions of the field line with the
initial conditions (0.518334, 1.91379) as in Fig. 2. It is
seen that the line reaches rather soon the w1-island chain. After a rather long time (z > 4000Lz) it crosses the last strong
barrier and penetrates into the outer region. The corresponding spectrum is shown in Fig. 12. This spectrum is taken in
the range 5000 < z=Lz < 6000. A strong i ¼ 1 peak is
observed. The low frequency part of the spectrum is due to
the slow drifts of the field line around the island structures.
The spectrum in the interval beyond i ¼ 1 is completely due

FIG. 11. The radial motion of the field line that starts at
(0.518334, 1.9379) as in Fig. 2. After z = 4500Lz the line crosses the last
strong ridge and moves to the i = 1 region, i.e., it moves from the green to
the red stochastic region in Fig. 8 of Ref. 1.
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FIG. 12. The spectrum of the field line of Fig. 11 in the range
5000Lz < z < 6000Lz.

FIG. 14. The spectrum of the field line of Fig. 13 in the range
0 < z=Lz < 375Lz.

to nonlinear interactions and these frequencies are not
directly related with spatial positions. This field line starts
just to the left of the last barrier in Fig. 8 of part I. If one
chooses initial positions to the right of this barrier the field
line will first enter the outer region, the red region in Fig. 8
of Ref. 1, before, at later times, it will penetrate the inner
part (the green area).
Figure 13 shows the Poincaré map of a field line with
initial point (0.52575, 0). This point is very close to the
crossing of two main ridges in Fig. 8 of Ref. 1. It is seen that
the field line follows the ridges in the indicated window. The
associated spectrum in the range 0 < z=Lz < 375 is shown in
Fig. 14. The strong peak demonstrates that this last strong
ridge is related with the special hyperbolic line with i ¼ 3=5.
This preceding description provides clear evidence that
at this stage of the reconnection process only a single barrier
is left in the chaotic discharge that can limit the magnetic
transport. Magnetic field lines rapidly move away from their
initial positions and spread randomly on the discharge and
will finally penetrate the whole chaotic area. At slightly later
dynamic times also this last barrier becomes very weak.

We close this section with a final remark on particle
transport in dynamical time. It has been seen that in our
partly stochastic system, it takes a typical field line of the
order of 103 revolutions around the system to cross radially
the discharge. On the other hand, in the dynamic time
425sA 415sA  10sA, sA being the poloı̈deal Alfvén time,
which it takes the discharge to become fully stochastic, a
thermal electron will travel a distance l  vk  10sA along a
field line. The plasma systems that we have in mind have
typically an inertial skin depth of the same order as the ion
sound gyro-radius (Ref. 7). This implies that the plasma b of
our system is of the order of the mass ratio. It follows that
the distance l is of the order of the axial periodicity length.
This means that the distance l is orders of magnitude smaller
than the length it takes a field line to cross the system.
Hence, in our collisionless system, plasma transport is to
leading order equivalent to magnetic field transport.

FIG. 13. (Color) The Poincaré map of a field line that starts near (0.52575,
0) in the range 0 < z < 375Lz. The ridges at s = 425sA are superimposed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have analyzed the field line transport
during the transition from local to global stochasticity in a
magnetic field generated by a collisionless reconnection
event. While in the fully stochastic regime the field lines fill
the available space almost by “free flight”, in the transition
phase field lines move in steps in the plane perpendicular to
the periodicity direction since the barriers provided by the
ridges of the FTLE’s, i.e., the LCS’s, act as temporary
obstacles to the field line motion.
We have verified through a spectroscopic approach to
the motion of magnetic field line, which the ridges in the
FTLE field, act as barriers to the transport of magnetic field
lines. We have selected at the dynamical time t ¼ 415sA specific examples taken from the behavior of sample field lines
inside intervals in field line time during which the selected
field lines remain temporarily bound around a specific magnetic island structure before moving to a neighboring one by
crossing a ridge. The identification of the magnetic island
structure that temporarily traps the field line has been done
by inspection of the Poincaré map and by identifying the
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corresponding distinguished hyperbolic line as discussed in
the paper. In order to confirm such an identification, we have
adopted the technique of field line spectroscopy. For a periodic configuration such as the one we are examining, this
technique allows us to compare the frequencies of the field
line motion along the periodicity direction to the corresponding frequencies of the distinguished hyperbolic line.
The barriers that we have described are approximate
LCS’s formed by ridges in the FTLE field. An intriguing
question is what the relevance of these barriers is for the internal transport barriers (ITB’s) in tokamak physics. ITB’s
are not anything like LCS’s, but indicate an experimental
tokamak regime with locally, strongly reduced radial transport.9,10 It is suggested that an ITB may be identified with
broken KAM surfaces with noble values of the magnetic
winding number q (Ref. 11) or that this reduced transport regime could be explained by the beneficial effect of the qprofile on the chaoticity due to a broad spectrum of magnetic
perturbations.12 The plasma physical case we treat in this
and its companion paper might rather be relevant for the
tokamak situation where large and rapidly growing m ¼ 1
and m ¼ 2 islands interact and cause a complete stochastization of the region in between.13
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